Time-dependent injection can cause non-linear cooling effects, which lead to a faster energy loss of the electrons in jets. The most obvious result is the appearance of unique breaks in the SED, which would normally be attributed to a complicated electron distribution. The knowledge of the observation time is important to interpret the observed spectra, because of the non-trivial evolution of the SED. Intrinsic gamma-gamma absorption processes in the emission region are only of minor importance.
Introduction
Minute-short flares are difficult to explain in standard one-zone models The profound effects due to time-dependent injection in a one-zone model are presented 
Important Assumptions & Equations
-Time-dependent injection: No equilibrium possible -Non-linear cooling sets in quicker than linear cooling -Shorter "half-energy" cooling time
Injection Parameter
Ratio of non-linear to linear cooling:
-Change in cooling behavior at t c -α correlates with the "SSC dominance" in the spectrum 
Summary & Conclusions
Time-dependent injection results in non-linear effects Non-linear cooling acts much quicker than linear cooling Change in cooling behavior causes breaks in the SED Internal absorption not a serious issue Problems of one-zone models (e.g., LCT) not completely avoided
In combination with other models time-dependent injection might be very useful to explain rapid flares Contact: m.zacharias@lsw.uni-heidelberg.de
